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45 of 46 review helpful Kindle Editing Problems By L Columbus This review is to address the formatting issues with 
the Kindle edition of this book So far I ve read 6 of the tales in this collection and each one had annoying text 
conversion problems That may seem inconsequential but they do detract from the reading experience and pull you out 
of the story There are numerous cases where the incorrect word is inserted an From ghost stories to psychological 
suspense the complete horror and dark fantasy stories of Rudyard Kipling Rudyard Kipling a major figure of English 
literature used the full power and intensity of his imagination and his writing ability in his excursions into fantasy 
Kipling is considered one of England s greatest writers but was born in Bombay He was educated in England but 
returned to India in 1882 where he began writing fantasy About the Author Rudyard Kipling 1865 1936 was born in 
Bombay India but raised in England until he returned to India in 1881 as a journalist and local newspaper editor In 
1907 Kipling became the first English writer to win the Nobel Prize for literature A 
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